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> To showcase e-learning content which can improve the teaching-learning process and makes it more effective and

process oriented as well.

> To increase educational effectiveness &

Maths.

efiiciency by introducing and explaining difficult topics in Science and

r To equip teachers with high quality content thus saving time spent in explaining difficult concepts and revising the

sylla bus.
- To help students visualise complex topics, thereby resulting in better understanding, retention & improved grades'

r - To add 3-Dlmentronal value to traditional classroom teaching and learning environment'

f
DESCRI PTION:

"At the heart of effective technology integration, technology offers opportunities to be more actively

involved in the learning experience"' Vanessa Vega

In an attempt to keep abreast with the latest technological aids available in the market, Rukmini Devi

publlc schoo organrzed a demonstration session of the 3-D content related to science curriculum' The

resource perscn rr t,ated the session by a brLef descriptlon about their organrzation i.e Designmate (I)

r.. _:: 3^ 3- :3 -^ -. , -- ,.,^ c- -3s :e€- =-caged in creating 3D antmated content for K72 Science

a': "' 
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The demo session comprises virtual experience facilitated by the same goggles one use to wear in 3 D

movie sholvs, The resources showcased include 3D animated videos,3D simulations,3D interactive,

quiz, images, text, web-links, glossary and key-terms etc' In addition, there is a series of lab

experiments which can be periormeo in real time virtual labs. The 3D animated videos act as strong

visualization toors for easy understandrng of complex concepts. Likewise, the 3D simulations,3D

interactive,3D virtual labs, set in a fun-fiiled gaming environment, would provide learners an infinite

opportunity to actively interact with challenging concepts'

The specific 3D content review related to AC generator, Potentiometer, chemical Bonding-sigma and Pi

bond, Impulse transmission left the teachers wondering how technology can make trivial concepts easy

to visualize and understand. Their universal curriculum based library of resources can be mapped to

syllabus of every class for mathematics and science'

No doubt this kind of virtual interaction with the content inside the classroora helps learners to have a

comprehensive grip of the topic catering to their diverse learning needs. Thus making 3-D animations

C

an effective teaching and learning tool'
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Snapshots of the Science 3 D animations Demo session dated 11.01.18
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